


A better life through 
better financial management.



Our
Philosophy
At finexis, we think of ourselves as more than 
financial consultants. We advise people on 
some of life’s most important concerns.

Simply because, money lies in 
the heart of many areas of our 
lives – from taking care of our 
basic needs to fulfilling higher 
aspirations. 

With a goal to create a lasting 
positive influence on every life 
we touch, we listen to what our 
clients have to say and design 
our solutions to complement their 
needs.

You can’t separate finance from 
people, and people from living; 
that is why finexis is a people-
centric organisation. We are 
here for all who desire a better 
life through better financial 
management. We want to  
impact lives beyond finance.



Think of us as lifelong financial 
confidantes – always there to help 
apply broad-based solutions in 
thoughtful and meaningful ways. 

Through our diverse range of 
products and solutions that 
cover financial and investment 
planning, asset allocation, wealth 
and risk management, we enable 
our clients to meet their unique 
financial goals while remaining 
prepared for any unforeseen 
financial circumstances. We 
believe that financial planning 
is an integral part of ensuring a 
sound, stable future for anyone  
of any financial status.

Since our incorporation in 2005, 
finexis has grown to become one 
of the largest independently-
owned financial advisory firms 
in Singapore licensed by the 
Monetary Authority of Singapore, 
with assets under advisory of 
almost S$1 billion. Our strategic 
partnerships, extensive portfolio 
of leading financial solutions, 
strength of more than 500 
financial consultants and support 
staff have enabled us to become 
a market leader in the field of 
specialised financial services.

Our
Profile
finexis advisory Pte Ltd provides more than just 
financial advisory services – we cover a range of 
financial needs throughout your lifetime. 

Shaping the life 
you want.



Our
Milestones

20
05 Started operations in August 2005 in Parkview Square  

At 29, our CEO became the youngest CEO in the financial advisory industry            

Published our first press ad that presented our firm to Singapore  

Navigator – finexis partnership: Flexi-Money safe haven for investors to 
park their money with potentially higher interest rate

20
06 Our official opening

Cover story feature in Investment Craft magazine
Aviva – finexis partnership: Just for You no-frills affordable coverage with 
a complimentary health checkup

20
07 Published our first book Impacting Lives Beyond Finance to celebrate the 

success of our top producers 

Introduced the revolutionary Total Client Ownership model

Tenet – finexis partnership: PA Essential a product exclusively 
manufactured for finexis clients – complete accident coverage for a 
minimum premium

20
08 Branding and marketing project with Smart Investor magazine,  

from late 2008 until early 2010

Continuation of Tenet – finexis partnership: PA Essential

20
09 First financial advisory firm to publish a full-fledged magazine, fi adviser 

Cover story feature on Smart Investor to commemorate our 4th 
anniversary in July 

AXA – finexis partnership: FutureProtector & Early Payout LivingEnhancer 
free term cover for first 12 months & early payout for critical illnesses
Russell Investments – finexis partnership: Multi Manager Portfolio Funds 
exclusive funds only available to finexis clients

20
10 Moved into our very own finexis Building

AXA – finexis partnership: Selected AXA products with promotional gift 
vouchers from EpiCentre or Robinsons

20
11 Friends Provident International – finexis partnership: Global Wealth 

Builder & Global Wealth Builder Plus additional bonus units allocation for 
finexis clients

20
12 Launched Key Investment Essentials a compilation of investing concepts

Introduced a series of targeted educational client seminars 

AXA – finexis partnership: Selected AXA products with Single Premium 
Top Up or promotional CapitaLand gift vouchers
Tenet – finexis partnership: Super7 PA Star Promotion industry’s first 
Personal Accident Plan promotion where clients will enjoy 30% off total 
PAStar premiums by enrolling for a three year policy

20
13 Implementation of Elite System

20
14 Rebranding of finexis website

20
15 Celebrated 10 years of Impacting Life Beyond Finance

20
16 Moved into our new office at One Raffles Quay 



At finexis, our comprehensive wealth management solutions 
cover both personal and corporate financial planning. Beyond 
our existing suite of services, we also offer specialised and 
tailor-made services to meet your diverse needs. 

Our
Services



Personal Risk Management Solutions
Protecting things close to your heart – your possessions, home, 
family and loved ones.

Legacy Planning Solutions
Designing legacy strategies so that your hard-earned wealth is 
handled according to your wishes.

Private Wealth Management Solutions
Providing specialised solutions to you, as a high net worth 
individual, who will have a unique set of needs and concerns that 
are different from that of others.

Wealth Accumulation Solutions
Helping you reach each life milestone gracefully with a tailored 
wealth accumulation strategy.

Corporate Solutions
Ensuring that your risk exposures, as a business owner, are 
adequately addressed while you concentrate on growing your 
business.



Partners

Our

Our

Consultants

Ever since we were incorporated, 
finexis has been constantly 
working with our partners to bring 
the best financial solutions in 
the market to our clients, as we 
believe that our clients deserve 
only the best. finexis offers the 
range and depth of products 
and services that can assist in 
fulfilling your unique needs. We 
are in partnership with over 30 
international fund houses offering 
more than 400 professionally 

managed funds, more than eight 
major life insurers, more than 18 
general insurers, two investment 
platforms and five banks. 

You can be assured that our 
consultants have access to an 
extensive range of financial 
products and tools that they can 
utilise optimally when planning 
your hard-earned funds.

finexis prepares our consultants 
for a successful advisory career 
through an intensive induction 
programme followed by quarterly 
trainings and bi-monthly 
investment updates. All finexis 
consultants have client ownership, 
which means that you are your 
consultant’s client for life. This 
translates to the fact that you 
will never have to go through the 
experience of your finances and 
plans changing hands should your 
consultant decide to leave the firm.
finexis offers our consultants a 
robust support system and an 
environment that is conducive 
to focus on their core business – 

giving quality financial advice to 
you. With our reputation for giving 
our consultants excellent support 
in their advisory practice, finexis 
continues to attract the best in 
the industry. About one in every 
six of our consultants has at least 
one international accreditation 
and professional certification, 
and about one in every eight of 
our consultants is a Million Dollar 
Round Table® qualifier. 

By providing world class training 
and a total support platform, 
finexis enables our consultants 
to remain relevant in this fast 
paced industry, ensuring that they 
are well equipped to advise you 
and customise holistic financial 
solutions specific to your needs.



See your own dream to fruition.See your own dream to fruition.



Our
Promise

The finexis 3i approach Imagine . 
Implement . Involve is a step-
by-step guideline that covers the 
entire client consultation process. 

It begins with a mutual discovery 
process where our consultants 
find out more about what you 
want to achieve when you 
Imagine the Possibilities. At the 
same time, you will learn how 
we can help you get to where 
you want to be financially. We 
will accompany you each step 

of the way on your life journey, 
giving you direction and ensure 
that you Implement the Right 
Steps you need to take to reach 
your goals. The process does not 
stop after we have mapped out 
your financial plan; we keep you 
Involved as your priorities change 
while you progress through your 
life stages, and do our best to 
ensure you are kept on track to 
your goals. 

finexis believes in providing you with not 
merely the hardware of products, but also with 
a complete financial experience through quality 
long term planning and sound advice.

Lasting positive influence 
on every life we touch.



Fair Dealing
In our quest to deliver fair dealing outcomes to our clients, our board and 
senior management provide leadership to inculcate a fair dealing culture. 
Among the steps that our firm has taken in this direction are:

• Ensuring that the products and services we offer are suitable for our clients

• Providing structured and comprehensive training to our consultants to  

   ensure their competence in providing quality and appropriate advice  

   and recommendations

• Offering clear, relevant and timely information to clients to enable them  

   to make informed financial decisions

• Having a Complaint Charter to ensure that client complaints are handled  

   independently, effectively and promptly 

finexis will continue to review and enhance our policies and processes, 
and adopt best practices that are in the best interests of our clients.

Enquiries and Feedback
We take enquiries and feedback seriously. Should you have enquiries or 
feel that we have fallen short of your expectations on a certain matter, 
we greatly appreciate that you let us know. 

You may contact us by:
Tel  (65) 6341 5300 
Fax  (65) 6341 5311 
Email  enquiries@finexis.com.sg 
Address  One Raffles Quay, #21-10 South Tower, Singapore 048583

All enquiries and feedback raised by our clients will be handled in a 
timely, professional and confidential manner. 
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